BEGINS SEPTEMBER 27:
WEDNESDAYS @ 12PM, NRB AUDITORIUM

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH DAVID GEFFEN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE THEMES

THE
UCLA CTSI
DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER
SERIES 2017 - 2018

DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER
SERIES 2017 - 2018

NEW
SERIES 2017 - 2018

MORE SPEAKER NAMES & DATES TO COME

For questions, contact Iman Hussain at ctsiseminar@mednet.ucla.edu

Visit www.ctsi.ucla.edu/seminar

Sept 27, 2017  TAMIR GONEN  UCLA
Oct 4  FRANK MCCORMICK  UCSF
Oct 11  GEORGE DALEY  Harvard University
Oct 18  ROBB MACLELLAN  U of Washington
Oct 25  DONALD KOHN  UCLA
Nov 1  JOSEPH WU  Stanford University
Nov 8  IRV WEISSMAN  Stanford University
Nov 15  GAY CROOKS  UCLA
Nov 29  HAO WU  Harvard University
Dec 6  JAKE LUSIS  UCLA
Jan 10, 2018  ZOLTAN ARANY  U of Pennsylvania
Jan 17  DAN LITTMAN  New York University
Jan 24  KRISTIN HOGQUIST  U of Minnesota
Jan 31  GRAHAM COLDITZ  Washington University - St. Louis
Feb 7  STEVE MCCARROLL  Harvard University
Feb 14  PATRICK STOVER  Cornell University
Feb 21  ARDEM PATAPOUTIAN  Scripps Institute
Feb 28  RICHARD FLAVELL  Yale University
Mar 7  ANTONELLO BONCI  UCSF
Mar 14  THAD STAPPENBECK  Washington University - St. Louis
Apr 4  PHILIPP S RER  U of Texas
Apr 11  LESLIE VOSSHALL  Rockefeller University
Apr 25  EMMANUELLE PASSEGUÉ  Columbia University
May 2  LEVI GARRAWAY  Eli Lilly and Company
May 9  MICHEL NUSSENZWEIG  Rockefeller University
May 23  AKIKO HATA  UCSF
May 30  H. SCOTT BALDWIN  Vanderbilt University

Visit www.ctsi.ucla.edu/seminar